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Nowadays...

● New parallel paradigm for achieving 
high performance

● Can achieve lower time-to-solution, 
memory footprint

...we get faster more cores



Specifically...

2 problems:

● Searching through a k-d tree efficiently

Weeks 1-3

● A track seeding cellular automaton

weeks 4-8



Part 1: k-d tree search

Let’s begin with our first problem,

searches in a k-d tree
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What is a k-d tree? 

A k-d tree is space-partitioning data structure for k-dimensional points

Each node divides the space to two “half-spaces”

different branches =
different parts of memory



Efficient spatial queries: average O(logn) complexity

Search only in intersecting subspaces

k-d trees: the case of box queries
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Efficient spatial queries: average O(logn) complexity

Point C is in the box!

k-d trees: the case of box queries
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Disjoint subspaces can be searched in parallel: thread per branch!

Number of steps depends on the longest sub-query

● Important to balance workload between threads

k-d trees: the case of box queries
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Adaptive workload balancing

Dynamically share the nodes to visit between threads every few steps

Better utilization of threads vs synchronization costs 
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Queues are merged!

After a few
 steps

Threads perform BFS with private queues

Work redistributed

 

 



Search distributed in forest

Partition the data and maintain independent trees: no synchronization

Allocate a different thread per tree

Drawback: redundant area checks
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Shared stack

Try implicit synchronization with a shared stack data structure (uses DFS)

manipulate with atomic operations

Read/Write index fetching is serialized by efficient atomic operations

12 13 15 17 24 26 27

Read node to visit and pop atomically

Process node

Push atomically and write successors



Programming in CUDA

Launch algorithm as a CUDA kernel

● kernel runs on grid of blocks

● each block consists of multiple threads

● efficient when each thread has a similar code path

Trivial parallelism: Allocate a different query to each thread 

Doesn’t saturate our resources, so we explore in-query parallelism



Performance comparison

In-query parallelism boosts scalability!!

Benchmark: 50k square queries
Run on Jetson TX1 and Tesla K40



Part 2: track seeding

Let’s move on to our next problem,

Track Seeding



Match Hit doublets on a compatibility predicate

Get quadruplets with DFS on the matches

Track seeding



Efficient match of compatible doublets

Matching is in general an expensive operation

For each hit, store all doublets for which it is the outer hit

Access only adjacent doublets to inner hit for compatibility check

 

outer hit of cells 153 190 
230 ...

153             190        230        280            334             



Compact memory allocation

Compact memory allocation on an arena

• Interleaved instead of continuous memory; chain related elements

• Lower memory footprint

• Memory locality



Kalray MPPA-256 model

Multiple clusters per board (x16 + 2 I/O)

communicate with MPI-like interface

Multiple cores per cluster (x16)

programmed with OpenMP or POSIX

I/O clusters forward data to Compute clusters



MPPA implementation: parallelism

➢ Independent task allocation to clusters: boosts throughput

➢ Intra-cluster multi-threaded execution: decreases latency

Host

IO1

IO2

Asynchronous communication
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MPPA implementation: parallelism

➢ Independent task allocation to clusters: boosts throughput

➢ Intra-cluster multi-threaded execution: decreases latency

Host

IO1

IO2

Asynchronous communication

Round-Robin allocation!



MPPA implementation: parallelism

➢ Independent task allocation to clusters: boosts throughput

➢ Intra-cluster multi-threaded execution: decreases latency

Host

IO1

IO2

Asynchronous communication After a while….

Result is retrieved
and new task is given!!



Other Hardware

● Intel Knights landing: 2nd generation Xeon Phi
– 72 cores, 4 threads per core

– was programmed with OpenMP

●  Nvidia Jetson TX1 embedded platform
– 64-bit quad-core ARM CPU (not used)

– 256 core Maxwell-based GPU
– lower power consumption (< 10W)

– was programmed with CUDA 



Benchmark details

• 700 simulated ttbar Pileup 35 events of the CMS upgraded pixel 
detector 

• Scale ranging from:
• 2321 to 12766 hits
• 4667 to 103311 doublets



Performance comparison



Thank you!!
Any questions?
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